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Abstract: Economic theory must be tested to prove that goals are achievable and reproducible. Unfortunately, economic theories related to health care are not always based on modern-day medical practice, which can result in misalignment of economic recommendations from real-life medicine. The theory of “moral hazard” assumes that patients will utilize more medical services if insurance pays for it. In this article, we will revisit the understanding of appropriate avoidance of medical services and incorporate no-show rate, avoidance of care, and nonadherence into the realities of health services utilization.

The primary goal of this interdisciplinary commentary is to bridge economic theory with clinical practice. It is written from the perspective of a clinical practitioner, who applies realities of everyday medicine to economic reasoning. The author hopes to extend the field of vision of healthcare economics.
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“Moral hazard” in a nutshell

“Moral hazard” theory relates to the economic principle that as price goes down people will buy more items and services. In health care, the principle is translated into people utilizing more healthcare services if insurance companies take on the burden of the expense, especially by providing full coverage.

The concept of “moral hazard” could be used as a justification against welfare or presented as a prediction for rising expenditures with universal coverage. Historically, it was called “moral” because of the implication that overusing medical services due to transferred financial burden is a deviation from ethical standards of behavior. However, Pauly MV (1968) argued that it is rational economic behavior and has nothing to do with morality; individuals would use more medical services if the cost is distributed among a large group [1].

Later, Nyman JA (2003) introduced a different theory to the welfare economic. Many medical services are so expensive that without insurance they are not accessible to most people. Therefore, people would buy insurance not to avoid losses, but to gain wealth and the access to medical care [2,3]. If medical care is too expensive to afford, then we are not talking about protecting against uncertainty through insurance, but about gaining purchasing ability.

“Moral hazard”: appropriate avoidance of care and effect on health

The classic RAND Study in the 1980s was designed to answer the question: does cost-sharing lead to less service utilization? The study compared five groups with various cost-sharing plans, from no cost-sharing, to 25%, 50%, and 95% sharing, and the fifth group was provided with a health
managed organization plan that had no cost-sharing but had regulated allowances [4].

The study showed that participants in the cost-sharing plans initiated less medical care and spent less. But was this the right decision considering their healthcare needs?

To evaluate if avoidance of care was appropriate, the authors divided medical conditions into groups based on current therapeutic ability to deal with the ailments [5]. For example, if somebody had a disease that could be easily treated with over-the-counter medication or was self-limited, avoidance of care was deemed appropriate. If a medical provider could offer effective specialized treatment and the patient did not initiate care, such avoidance of care was considered inappropriate. The results showed that cost-sharing was associated with a reduction of both appropriate and inappropriate medical care. People utilized fewer medical services with cost-sharing, but not without consequences for their health because they sometimes avoided effective care. Better hypertension control, better vision, and better dental health, and fewer symptoms such as chest pain, shortness of breath with exercise, and bleeding were observed in the group with no cost sharing among the poorest patients.

It is unlikely that initiation of care for self-limited illnesses is completely preventable because it would imply that people without medical training or additional tests know all the time if their conditions can be treated with self-care. For example, should the patient seek the attention of a primary care physician if he has a cough? The RAND Study put this symptom in the category “over-the-counter or self-care effective,” which makes seeking medical care inappropriate. Modern medical practitioners would likely categorize this symptom differently: it is a case-by-case situation. Imagine the patient who is a long-time smoker. This patient might want to see a primary physician for the cough. Even if the patient heard from a physician, “This is nothing.” Cough evaluation would not be considered as a waste of resources, because it would have reassured the patient. We disagree that reassurance is equal to “inappropriate care”, because it is an innate and expected part of the medical evaluation. In medicine, outcome cannot commonly be predicted until the healthcare encounter has occurred.

The patient might have threatening symptoms but believe them to be unimportant. For this reason, practitioners utilize Review of Systems. Review of Systems enables the detection of clinically meaningful symptoms independently from the patient’s chief complaint by systematically asking questions about health of different systems and organs. If Review of System fails to detect problems, it does not mean it was a waste, just as a yearly car inspection is not a waste when it is uneventful.

A prospective study on the diagnostic protocol for fever of unknown origin reported that 81% of potentially diagnostic clues collected during the physical evaluation were misleading, while 19% of the collected information contributed to a final diagnosis [6]. These findings are consistent with the typical evaluation of a complex medical problem.

Another medical procedure that helps to determine the appropriateness of initiating health service is triage. This is a highly individualized process, performed by medical practitioners capable of detecting serious, emergent, and preventable conditions, not by patients themselves. Triage can be very challenging and controversial to perform because it requires a prediction of outcome while navigating with limited resources [7-9].

In summary, appropriateness of initiating health care can only be known post factum, after diagnostic procedures and triage are done. Patients cannot be expected to substitute self-diagnosis and self-treatment for trained medical professionals. From the patient’s perspective, even if the episode of health care revealed a self-
limited condition, reassurance can be highly beneficial.

“Moral hazard” and quality of care
Another classic study of how insurance can influence health is the Oregon Experiment of 2013 [10]. The study compared pre-insurance health with patients’ health approximately two years after enrollment in Medicaid. The Medicaid plan provided prescription drug benefits, no cost-sharing and had a small monthly premium. The results showed that insurance coverage increased healthcare utilization. Other outcomes included a decrease in positive screening for depression, an increase in diagnosis of diabetes and use of medications for diabetes, and better preventive coverage of Pap smear and mammography among women. The study reported no difference in the rest of the measured health parameters such as blood pressure medication usage, diabetes control or high cholesterol levels while obtaining insurance. One of the authors (Katherine Baicker, 2013) noted that the confidence intervals did not allow her to reject the null hypothesis that there was no effect of Medicaid on blood pressure, cholesterol, or glycated hemoglobin levels, but there was no proof that Medicaid improved or harmed the participants [11]. The same issue with confidence interval was brought up in a letter to the editor by Ross Boylan (2013) who thought that an honest summary would be that likely there were positive effects, even though it is possible that they were zero or negative [12].

But let’s hypothetically accept that higher utilization of medical care in the Oregon Experiment indeed did not improve the outcome of such important conditions as hypertension and diabetes after two years of Medicaid coverage. If this conclusion is correct, then we are in big trouble considering the presumed quality of medicine. No improvement in the management of hypertension and diabetes after two years of care should be taken seriously and prompt further research to evaluate if there should be a better strategy for the Medicaid group compared to other groups of insured. It should raise questions, such as, were insured participants offered effective services? Was compliance with medical treatment the same for different groups of insured? Was there any contribution of lifestyle, education, or other socioeconomic factor? As a clinical practitioner, I was seeking to answer, “what was wrong with medicine?” not “what was wrong with Medicaid?”

Welfare economics treats patients’ health services utilization on the grounds of morality, customers’ behavior that results in buying more with lower pricing, or from the position of the transitory income that increases purchasing power. The studies show that welfare increases both adequate and inadequate utilization, and this fact might have nothing to do with the patient as a customer, but merely occurs because of how medicine works. It won’t be possible to establish ideal healthcare utilization dealing with highly personalized services and continuously evolving medical science. Modern medical evaluation and diagnostic procedures, triage, need for reassurance, and lack of knowledge of ideal care in some cases makes patients’ “inappropriate” utilization an integral part of the process.

Under-utilization: not the service you choose.
Health care is different from all other services or products. Health care offers consumers invasive and bloody procedures and manipulations, such as phlebotomy, colonoscopy, pulling teeth, and radiation exposure from computer tomography imaging. Health care delivers bad news to the customers and deals with side effects of medications, including rash, diarrhea, or renal injury. The presumption that very few people would choose to over-utilize these services merely because they are free should not be ignored. In fact, some people would agree to accept this kind of service only after substantial incentives, such as imminent risk of death, pain, or payment and punishment.

Section 4108 of the Affordable Care Act, “Incentives for prevention of chronic diseases in Medicaid,” introduced award grants to States for
successfully implementing research on the incentives that encourage healthy behavior [13]. As an example, New York State offered direct cash payments for participation in a program of smoking cessation counseling and attending primary care appointments, and lottery tickets for participation in the YMCA Diabetes Prevention Program. California proposed a $20 incentive for a complete telephone counseling session and an additional $10 for a relapse-prevention call. In Minnesota, eligible Medicaid participants with risk factors for diabetes were offered no-cost participation in a diabetes prevention program, and this could be accompanied by additional incentives such as a food scale and healthy cookbooks [14].

In 2009, Volpp KG *et al.* showed that the addition of financial incentives to a smoking cessation program significantly increased the number of people who quit smoking. In 2011, the authors reported that after one company attempted to implement an incentive program based on the study, nonsmoking employees complained that a person should not be paid for something that other people did without a reward, and the company replaced the reward with a penalty for smokers. Volpp KG and colleagues found that lessons from behavioral economics could improve the incentive-program design, but real-world challenges made implementation deviate substantially from the theoretically optimal design [15,16].

Data on Medicaid program research on incentives are limited, and to-date were best reviewed by Blumenthal KJ *et al.* and the Medicaid and CHIP Payment and Access Commission [17,18]. Incentive programs have been criticized from both sides; for providing public funds that could possibly be used to buy tobacco and alcohol as well as for offering incentives insufficient for the desired behavioral changes. Although discussions on the best method of delivery, the fairness of distribution, and the effectiveness of various incentives continues, the need for some sort of encouragement to obtain necessary health service is evident.

Another unique property of medical services is that many services are finite and cannot be repeated whether they are free or not, for example, there is no need for another dose of vaccine after a successful vaccination, a second appendectomy, or an unnecessary invasive procedure. Increased utilization of health services would always be limited to some selective services, not the whole of medical care. Among services that could be overused are ambulatory care, hospitalizations, unnecessary blood and imaging testing, and in some instances intensive care during the last months of life [19-21]. Factitious disorder (Munchausen’s syndrome) that prompts patients to falsify symptoms is very rare. Malingering, an intentional deceptive behavior to gain benefits, is best described in the settings when financial compensation, such as disability, is at stake, or as a part of other disorders, such as opioid dependence [22,23].

Evidence-based medicine can guide the appropriateness of interventions, although this would not exclude debate on the cost-effectiveness threshold, a threshold below which it is worth spending money, due to the subjectivity of such decisions and the lack of reliable data [21,24-26].

**Under-utilization: no-show rate, nonadherence, and avoidance of care**

Under-utilization of health care is very familiar to practitioners in terms of no-show rate (a percentage of appointments unattended by the patients), poor adherence to recommendations, and avoidance of care.

**No-show rate**

A systematic review of 105 articles reported an overall average no-show rate of 23% of all appointments [27]. In the US, reported no-show rates vary from 12.6% to 47% based on the type of medical services and the time-to-appointment [28,29]. In the report by an optometric clinic, the
no-show rate was the lowest among Medicare holders, 17.1%, while patients with Medicaid had a no-show rate up to 41.2%; that is higher than a no-show rate among self-paid patients, 36.7% [30]. Authors commented that their data showed that patients with greater financial need and poorer access to health care were more likely to miss appointments. Therefore, caution needs to be exercised extrapolating data on healthcare utilization from one group to the whole population. Different populations might have different challenges to healthcare access that are beyond economics, and other co-factors rather than cost-sharing alone might influence the outcome of the medical care.

**Nonadherence**
Nonadherence to medical recommendations is reported among 24.8% to 57.7% of cases and varies based on the disease, type of medication, and patients’ population. According to the IMS Institute for Healthcare Informatics, $68-146 billion of avoidable healthcare costs are lost to nonadherence every year [31]. Nonadherence is associated with poor outcomes and disability. For example, the reported prevalence of nonadherence to antibiotic regimens is 58%, and this facilitates the development of bacterial resistance to antibiotics, one of the major problems of medicine today [32-38].

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported for 2015, that only 57% of the people who received an HIV diagnosis continued with HIV care [39]. "Guidelines for the Use of Antiretroviral Agents in Adults and Adolescents Living with HIV" provides a section for recommendations on how to address adherence to avoid resistance, improve health, and prevent the spread of infection [40].

It is expected that with improved adherence to medications, the patient will buy more recommended drugs increasing utilization [41]. Better adherence to HIV therapy led to higher total medical cost for the only reason of high cost of anti-HIV medications. However, low prices of the drugs resulted in cost-saving because adherence to therapy improves health [42].

**Avoidance of care.**
There are many examples of underutilization that result from avoidance of care. For example, consider obesity that according to CDC National Center for Health Statistics is affecting 39.8% of US adults and is associated with poor health and low compliance with preventive measurements. Increased body mass index is associated with delay or avoidance of health care due to stigmatization and bias [43-46].

Nearly 22% of patients 65 years or older reported avoidance of medical care because of reasons such as feeling uncomfortable being examined, fear of a serious illness, and thoughts of death [47]. Among resident physicians, 18% often avoided or delayed health care [48]. More than 31% of the adults, aged 20-44, leave dental caries untreated [49].

Avoidance of care is prevalent even without consideration of a well-known contributor to avoidance of care, that is, healthcare cost or “financial toxicity” [50-53].

Under-utilization will likely remain a problem in the system with full insurance coverage. This fact seems contradictory to the “moral hazard” theory, but if we consider health care to be a principally different entity from other services or products, it won’t seem paradoxical.

**Conclusion**
The avoidance of medical care because of cost-sharing results in diminished adequate and inadequate healthcare utilization, and it is not harmless for the patients' health.

Increased healthcare utilization can be useful and purposeful when it improves access to care. Shared cost should not be used as a penalty to encourage patients to use medical care only when it is “appropriate,” because a person without...
medical training is not expected to self-diagnose or self-treat all the time.

Application of “moral hazard” theory to clinical practice is paradoxical, because medical services differ from other services and are commonly avoided for reasons other than cost. While policymakers are fighting increasing healthcare costs, clinical practitioners are struggling to encourage underserved patients to receive indicated medical care. No-show rate, nonadherence, and avoidance of care are widespread. Perhaps, patients’ utilization of medical services is the wrong place to look for cutting healthcare expenditures.
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